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A B S T R A C T

In this paper, a versatile polyvinylidene fluoride/carbonyl iron (PVDF/CI) composite film was prepared by
doping magnetic carbonyl iron (CI) particles into piezoelectric polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) matrix. Without
influencing the piezoelectric structure of PVDF, CI particles enhanced the Young's modulus and maximum tensile
strength of composite films. Due to the magnetic driven characteristic, PVDF/CI composite films exhibited
distinct magnetic-mechanic-electric coupling properties. The piezoelectric charge signals could be generated by
applying the bending deformation or magnetic field. Taking PVDF/CI-10% (CI content was 10wt%) film as an
example, the piezoelectric charges under 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10mm bending displacement were 3.0, 9.6, 14.9, 18.6,
and 24.6 pC respectively. Moreover, when the magnetic field varied from 0 to 600mT, the generated magneto-
electric charges of PVDF/CI-10% film increased from 0 to 676 pC. The quantitative relationship between
magnetic field and magneto-electric charges was obtained by the polynomial fitting method and the correlation
coefficient was up to 0.97. Owing to the ideal piezoelectricity, excellent stability, light weight and desirable
flexibility, PVDF/CI composite films showed promising applications in deformation sensor and magnetic field
sensor.

1. Introduction

Magneto-electric (ME) coupling composite material which is com-
posed of two kinds of single-phase materials, namely, the magnetos-
trictive phase and the piezoelectric phase, is a new type of functional
material with increasing applications in many areas such as flexible
electronics and sensors [1,2], microwave absorbing [3,4], energy har-
vesting [5,6] and electromagnetic interference shielding [7,8]. Mag-
neto-electric (ME) coupling effect [9–12] is an interesting phenomenon
whose electric polarization varies under the applied magnetic field or
electric field. Typically, magneto-electric materials can be subdivided
into two major categories: single-phase magneto-electric materials and
magneto-electric composites. Although the firstly discovered magneto-
electric materials are single-phase materials (such as Cr2O3 and
BiFeO3), low working temperature and small magneto-electric effect
confine their applications at room temperature. Therefore, magneto-
electric composite materials become attractive on account of their

strong magneto-electric effect at room temperature.
Polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) is the most commonly used piezo-

electric polymer which possesses five distinct crystalline phases named
as α, β, γ, δ, and ε [13]. The β-phase of PVDF matrix shows the
strongest piezoelectric response and is considered as the main piezo-
electric phase. Due to their high piezoelectric coefficient, excellent
stability and desirable flexibility, PVDF polymer-based composites have
attracted increasing interests [14–19]. Owing to the magnetic driven
property, the representative magneto-electric composites could be
achieved by adding magnetic particles into PVDF matrix. To our
knowledge, only a few works were devoted to magnetic PVDF polymer-
based composites and investigated their magneto-electric coupling
characteristics. Fang et al. [20] developed a three-layered multiferroic
composite by sandwiching one P(VDF-TrFE) layer between the two
conductive layers of CFO(CoFe2O4)-CNT-PVDF. The magnetoelectric
coupling of composite increased with the volume fraction of CFO na-
noparticles. The results offered a guideline for selecting proper
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magnetoelectric composites on specified device applications. Un-
fortunately, the above magneto-electric behavior was weak due to the
small magnetic property of doped particles.

The magneto-electric behavior plays a key role in determining the
sensing performance of magneto-electric composites in magnetic field
sensor. During the past decade, researchers have developed several
magnetic field sensors [21,22] using different physical, chemical or
biological effects. Reis et al. [23] reported a Fe61.6Co16.4Si10.8B11.2

(FCSB)/PVDF/FCSB magneto-electric laminates which could be used as
a magnetic field sensor. However, it only sensed the magnetic field
between 0 and 5 Oe, which was not suitable for the high magnetic field.
Therefore, the high magnetic saturation is highly desired for magnetic
PVDF polymer-based composites because the magnetic driven property
is originated from magnetic particles. Carbonyl iron (CI) particle is a
metallic magnetic powder which exhibits soft magnetic properties. Due
to its large saturation magnetization, high permeability, and superior
thermal stability, the magnetic CI particle becomes a good choice for
magnetic PVDF polymer-based composites [24,25]. To this end, the
demand for PVDF/CI composites towards the deformation and mag-
netic field bi-sensor inspired our present research.

In this work, we reported a novel magneto-electric composite film
towards the deformation sensor and magnetic field sensor by dispersing
magnetic CI particles into piezoelectric PVDF matrix through a solu-
tion-casting process. The β-phase PVDF film was obtained through
crystallization from the solution under high temperature, thus PVDF/CI
composites exhibited the piezoelectricity. Then, mechanic-electric
coupling properties were studied with unilateral bending experiments,
which suggested that PVDF/CI composite films possess distinct piezo-
electric effect under the stimulation of different deformations. The
bending experiments under the loading of magnetic field between 0 and
600mT were further carried out and the quantitative relationship be-
tween magnetic field and magneto-electric charges was eventually
discussed. Finally, PVDF/CI composite is expected to be widely applied
in sensing the deformation and magnetic field.

2. Material and experiments

2.1. Materials

Poly(vinylidene fluoride) (PVDF) pellets were purchased from
Sigma-Aldrich and N-methyl pyrrolidone (NMP) was provided by
Aladdin chemical Co., Ltd. The magnetic carbonyl iron particles (type
CN with an iron content greater than 99.5%) with an average size of
5 μm were purchased from BASF in Germany. Polydimethylsiloxane
(PDMS) precursor and curing agent (Sylgard 184) used as packaging
and protective material were provided by Dow Corning.

2.2. Fabrication of magneto-electric PVDF/CI composite films

PVDF/CI magnetic films were synthesized by the solution-casting
process. 10.6 g PVDF pellets were dissolved in 60mL NMP at 60 °C with
magnetic stirring in the oil bath for 2 h to prepare the PVDF stock so-
lution. Subsequently, different weight ratios of CI particles were added
into PVDF solution and mechanically stirred in the water bath at 60 °C
for 2 h. In this work, the weight content of CI particles varied from 0 to
1, 5, 10 wt%. After that, each solution was cast onto a clean and hor-
izontal glass plate in a vacuum oven, evaporated at 80 °C for 12 h and
annealed at 120 °C for 8 h [26]. Then, through the magnetic sputtering
method, upper and lower surfaces of the film were coated with gold
films used as electrodes. To protect gold films from falling off, PDMS
was used as packaging material and PVDF/CI magneto-electric com-
posite films were finally obtained (Fig. 1). For simplicity, films were
named as PVDF, PVDF/CI-1%, PVDF/CI-5%, and PVDF/CI-10% with 0,
1, 5, and 10wt% of CI fillers, respectively. Besides, the each layer
thickness of PVDF/CI film is investigated by the SEM image of cross-
section structure of PVDF/CI-10% composite (Fig. SI1).

2.3. Characterization

The surface morphology of PVDF film was observed by Scanning
Electron Microscopy (SIRION200) and the cross-sectional topography
of PVDF film was observed by Environmental Scanning Electron
Microscopy (XL-30 ESEM). The crystalline phases of PVDF film were
identified by X-ray diffraction (XRD) (SmartLab™ 9 kW, Japan) and
Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) technique in a Bruker
alpha apparatus in ATR mode from 4000 to 400 cm−1 using 24 scans at
a resolution of 4 cm−1. The thermal behavior of PVDF film was eval-
uated by Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSCQ2000) and the
thermal stability was examined by ThermoGravimetric analysis (TGA
Q5000IR). The hysteresis loop of CI particles and PVDF/CI film were
measured by HyMDC (Hysteresis Measurement of Soft and Hard
Magnetic Materials). The tensile properties of PVDF films were ex-
amined by the Material Test System (MTS). The gold electrode coating
process was accomplished by the magnetic sputtering station (SP-2). In
this work, the piezoelectric charges of PVDF films were measured ac-
cording to the assembled devices in the laboratory (Fig. SI2).

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Characterization of PVDF/CI composite films

The scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is employed to observe the
surface morphology of PVDF and PVDF/CI films. As plotted in Fig. 2a,
CI particles show a typically spherical shape with an average size about
4 μm. Without CI particles, it is observed that the surface of PVDF film
is very smooth and no other impurity is found (Fig. 2b). After doping CI
particles into PVDF matrix, the surface of PVDF matrix becomes a little
rough and CI particles are obviously distributed on the surface of the
film (Fig. 2c and d). Visibly, CI particles are uniformly dispersed in
PVDF matrix (Fig. 2e–h). With increasing of the CI content, the density
increases.

The cross-section morphology of PVDF and PVDF/CI films is ob-
served by environmental scanning electron microscope (ESEM). As
shown in Fig. 2i–l, CI particles are well encapsulated by PVDF matrix,
which indicates that magnetic CI particles are successfully doped into
PVDF film. Additionally, it is measured that the thickness of PVDF,
PVDF/CI-1%, PVDF/CI-5%, and PVDF/CI-10% films is approximately
54, 45, 48, and 58 μm, respectively. Because the cut face of each film is
not very flat, the thickness of each sample has a certain difference.

XRD measurements are carried out to examine the crystalline phase
of PVDF and PVDF/CI films. As seen from Fig. 3a, the peak at 18.4°
corresponds to the α-phase and the peak at 20.2° corresponds to the β-
phase. Clearly, it is concluded that CI particles exhibit few negative
effects on the phase formation of PVDF matrix. It is commonly known
that PVDF is a radically piezoelectric polymer which possesses five

Fig. 1. A schematic diagram of PVDF/CI composite structure shows five layers:
the piezoelectric PVDF/CI layer, top/bottom Au electrodes, and top/bottom
PDMS packaging layers. The inset shows a digital image of PVDF/CI composite
film.
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Fig. 2. The surface morphology of (a) CI particles, (b) PVDF, (c) PVDF/CI-1%, (d) PVDF/CI-10% films and PVDF/CI-5% film at different magnifications of (e) 500X,
(f) 1000X, (g) 2000X and (h) 4000X. The cross-section morphology of (i) PVDF, (j) PVDF/CI-1%, (k) PVDF/CI-5% and (l) PVDF/CI-10% films.

Fig. 3. (a) The XRD pattern, (b) the FTIR spectrum, (c) DSC melting endotherms and (d) TGA curves of PVDF and PVDF/CI films.
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distinct α, β, γ, δ, and ε crystalline phases [13]. In particular, the β-
phase of PVDF matrix showing the strongest piezoelectric response is
considered as the main piezoelectric phase. The XRD results clarify that
all the PVDF/CI films with different CI contents contain piezoelectric β-
phase, thus they will be expected for showing the piezoelectricity.
Fig. 3b shows the FTIR spectrum of PVDF and PVDF/CI films in the
range of 1600–700 cm−1. The α-phase is observed at 772 cm−1 and the
β-phase is located at 833 and 875 cm−1. Besides, the β-phase content (F
(β)) of PVDF/CI composite with different CI contents is calculated in the
supplementary information [27] (Fig. SI3a). With different CI contents,
the variation of β-phase content is small. The FTIR analysis reveals that
solution-casted films mainly contain β-phase and the CI particle shows
few effects on the formation of phase. Remarkably, FTIR test result is in
accordance with XRD experimental result.

DSC measurements are carried out to explore the crystalline beha-
vior of PVDF and PVDF/CI films. The melting endotherms (Fig. 3c) and
crystallization exotherms (Fig. SI4) are presented. Approximately, all
the four samples exhibit a melting peak at 160 °C and a crystallization
peak at 130 °C. Without affecting the formation of crystal phases, CI
particles also do not alter the melting and crystallization temperature of
PVDF/CI films. Besides, the crystallinity content (XC) of PVDF/CI
composite is figured out in Fig. SI3b [27], showing the degree of
crystallinity is not influenced by the CI content. Consequently, the
crystalline structure of PVDF/CI film is not destroyed by CI particles.
This result is consistent with both the FTIR and XRD analysis.

The influence of CI particles on the thermal stability of PVDF matrix
is investigated by TGA analysis. Fig. 3d plots the thermal decomposition
curves of PVDF and PVDF/CI films. The mass of carbonyl iron particles
basically remains constant during the TGA test between 40 and 800 °C,
revealing that CI particles have good thermal stability at high tem-
perature (Fig. SI5a). For PVDF films, only one degradation step is ob-
served in the measured temperature range (Fig. 3d). By taking differ-
ential of TG curves, the maximum thermal degradation temperature of
PVDF films can be obtained (Fig. SI5b). For PVDF film, the decom-
position process happens at about 460 °C and the weight loss is ap-
proximately 62%. As we know, the theoretical content of hydrogen and
fluorine in PVDF matrix is 62.4%, thus the decomposition process at
460 °C is attributed to the decomposition of hydrogen fluoride and the
residue is carbon. After adding CI particles into PVDF matrix, the final
residual components of PVDF, PVDF/CI-1%, PVDF/CI-5%, and PVDF/
CI-10% films are 26.5, 27.6, 31.4, and 35.6 wt% respectively, which
agree that the content of CI particles are approximately 0, 1, 5, and 9wt
% in PVDF, PVDF/CI-1%, PVDF/CI-5%, and PVDF/CI-10% films, re-
spectively. Compared with PVDF film, no small shift in DTG curve (Fig.
SI5b) is found, suggesting that the thermal stability of PVDF/CI film is
similar to PVDF matrix. Therefore, it is concluded that CI fillers perform
no effect on the thermal stability of PVDF matrix.

3.2. The tensile properties of PVDF/CI composite films

Fig. 4b shows the representative tensile properties of as-prepared
PVDF films. During the tests, the rate of uniaxial tensile is set as 1mm/
min. It is found that the stress-strain curves of PVDF and PVDF/CI films
exhibit significant yielding and strain hardening. When the applied
strain is smaller than 2%, the change of tensile stress for all the 4
samples is nearly linear. Then, they go through a plastic stage before
finally being fractured. The maximum tensile strength of PVDF/CI-1%,
PVDF/CI-5% and PVDF/CI-10% films are 44.2, 47.7 and 49.5MPa,
respectively, which are larger than PVDF film (43.6 MPa). In compar-
ison to the PVDF film (1.6 GPa), the PVDF/CI-1% (1.8 GPa), PVDF/CI-
5% (2.1 GPa) and PVDF/CI-10% (2.2 GPa) films exhibit larger Young's
moduli in the elastic stage. Therefore, the CI particles improve both
maximum tensile strength and Young's moduli of PVDF matrix. How-
ever, the pure PVDF film shows a higher elongation at fracture than
PVDF/CI composite films, indicating a decreased elasticity.

3.3. The magnetic properties of PVDF/CI composite films

The magnetic property plays an essential role in determining mag-
netic-mechanic-electric coupling properties of PVDF/CI films, the in-
trinsic magnetic responsive properties of PVDF/CI films are in-
vestigated by HyMDC at room temperature (Fig. SI6). Fig. 5 exhibits the
M-H curves of CI particles and PVDF/CI films. Since CI particles are
magnetic, they could be magnetized and saturated in the magnetic
field. With the increase of magnetic field, the magnetization also in-
creases and eventually saturates. The saturation magnetization (Ms) of
CI particles are 227 emu/g. The magnetization curve is essentially co-
incident with the demagnetization one, which exhibits typical soft
magnetic properties. Because the magnetic characteristic of PVDF/CI
composite is solely originated from magnetic CI particles, PVDF/CI
composite exhibits similar magnetic properties to CI particles and could
also be magnetized and saturated in the magnetic field. Moreover, with
increasing of CI content in PVDF/CI composite, the magnetic moment
vector of the magnetic dipole in unit volume also increases, thus re-
sulting in higher magnetization and continuous increase in saturation
magnetization of composites. The Ms for PVDF/CI-1%, PVDF/CI-5%
and PVDF/CI-10% films are 18, 20 and 29 emu/g respectively (Fig. 5b).
Due to the high Ms of CI particles, PVDF/CI composites are responsive
to the stimuli of the magnetic field. To this end, PVDF/CI composites
possess broad potential in the magnetic field sensor.

3.4. The unilateral bending test of PVDF/CI composite films towards a
deformation sensor

The unilateral bending test device of composite films is set up by
MTS to analyze their mechanical-electric coupling properties (Fig. 6a).

Fig. 4. (a) Experimental device of uniaxial tensile measurement using MTS. (b) Tensile stress-strain curves of PVDF and PVDF/CI films.
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The value of the mechanical force required for the bending of the
sample is too small to be recorded by the present MTS (Fig. SI7), thus
we explore the deformation dependent piezoelectric behavior of PVDF/
CI composite. As we know, PVDF matrix exhibits distinct piezoelectric
properties, once PVDF films are subjected to the bending deformation,

the film will simultaneously produce piezoelectric charges. This phe-
nomenon is called the positive piezoelectric effect of piezoelectric
materials [28,29]. As shown in Fig. 6b, when the bending displacement
is applied, the piezoelectric charge is generated and it increases with
the bending displacement. Since CI particles hardly affect the

Fig. 5. The magnetic hysteresis loops of (a) CI particles and (b) PVDF/CI films.

Fig. 6. (a) Schematic diagram of unilateral bending experiment measurement using MTS test device (the effective bending length of the sample is 3 cm), (b) the
piezoelectric charges of four samples under different bending displacements, (c) the cyclic unilateral bending tests under 4mm bending displacement of PVDF/CI-
10% film, (d) and (e) the different piezoelectric charges of PVDF/CI-10% film under 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10mm bending displacement respectively.
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piezoelectric structure of β-phase PVDF matrix, the generated piezo-
electric charges under the same bending displacement are free from
influence of the CI content. Therefore, all the PVDF and PVDF/CI films
display the deformation dependent piezoelectric behavior. For PVDF/
CI-10% film, it is tested that the piezoelectric charges under 2, 4, 6, 8,
and 10mm bending displacement are 3.0, 9.6, 14.9, 18.6, and 24.6 pC
respectively (Fig. 6d and e). Obviously, the piezoelectric signals in-
crease with the augment of bending deformation, revealing that PVDF
composite films can be widely applied in the field of sensing, as a means
of measuring the deformation of materials. Moreover, the piezoelectric
charges of PVDF/CI-10% film under 4mm bending displacement are
basically consistent during 11 cyclic experiments (Fig. 6c), indicating
its excellent practicability and stability. In conclusion, PVDF/CI films
can generate piezoelectric signals under different deformations, and the
ideal cyclic stability guarantees composite films could be further ap-
plied in deformation or force sensor.

3.5. The unilateral bending test of PVDF/CI composite films under the
loading of magnetic field towards a magnetic field sensor

Based on the above unilateral bending test results, it is noted that
PVDF/CI films show distinguished piezoelectric properties under the
external stimulation. Since PVDF/CI films are responsive to the external
magnetic field, they will also be extended for the magnetic field sensor.
Firstly, the magnetic-mechanic-electric coupling properties of PVDF/CI
films under the loading of magnetic field are evaluated. Fig. 7a shows
the simplified schematic diagram of unilateral bending test under the
loading of magnetic field. A rheometer with a permeable framework is
used to generate magnetic field and the magnetic flux density ranging
from 0 to 600mT is achieved by adjusting the electromagnetic coil

current from 0 to 4.8 A (Fig. SI8). Fig. 7b shows the digital images of
bending deformation of PVDF/CI films under the loading/unloading of
magnetic field. In the initial state, the composite film remains flat.
When the magnetic field is applied, the composite film bends under the
action of magnetic force. After unloading the magnetic field, the com-
posite film comes back to its initial state. The result suggests that PVDF/
CI films exhibit a quick and timely response to the external magnetic
field.

Fig. 7c plots the magneto-electric charges of PVDF films under
various magnetic field loading from 0 to 600mT. Apparently, magneto-
electric charges increase with the magnetic field loading and the con-
tent of CI particles, indicating that all the PVDF/CI magnetic films
possess good magnetic-mechanic-electric coupling properties under
applying the magnetic field. Besides, it is highlighted that PVDF film
almost has no charge signal under the external magnetic field, because
of the insensitivity of PVDF matrix to magnetic field. According to
Fig. 7c, it is accepted that PVDF/CI-10% film exhibits the strongest
magneto-electric property. The magneto-electric charges of PVDF/CI-
10% film increase from 0 to 676 pC when the magnetic field loading
increases from 0 to 600mT, revealing good magnetic driven perfor-
mance at the presence of magnetic field (Fig. 7e). In details, when ap-
plying 0, 100, 200, 300, 400, 500, and 600mT magnetic field, the
generated magneto-electric charges are 0, 50, 192, 358, 525, 603, and
676 pC, respectively. The magnetic-mechanic-electric coupling proper-
ties of PVDF/CI-1% and PVDF/CI-5% films are also presented (Fig. SI9).

The quantitative relationship between magnetic field and magneto-
electric charges of PVDF/CI-10% film is further figured out by the
polynomial fitting method. Fig. 7f shows the polynomial fitting curve
and it is calculated that the magnetic flux density and magneto-electric
charge signals satisfy the polynomial formula followed as below:

Fig. 7. (a) The simplified schematic diagram of uni-
lateral bending test under the loading of magnetic
field generated by a rheometer with a permeable
framework. (b) The digital images of bending de-
formation of PVDF/CI films under the loading/un-
loading of magnetic field. (c) The magneto-electric
charges of four samples under different loading of
magnetic field between 0 and 600mT. (d) The 17
cyclic unilateral bending experiments of PVDF/CI-
10% film under 350mT magnetic field loading. (e)
The various magneto-electric charges produced by
PVDF/CI-10% magnetic film under different loading
of magnetic field from 0 to 600mT. (f) The quanti-
tative relationship between magnetic field and
magneto-electric charges of PVDF/CI-10% film by
the polynomial fitting method.
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= − + −
∗ −Y X X3.99 10 1.52 59.954 2

Where X represents the different magnetic flux density, and Y re-
presents the number of magneto-electric charges generated by PVDF/CI
magnetic films. Furthermore, the correlation coefficient of polynomial
fitting is up to 0.97, revealing a good agreement between the fitting
curve and experimental data. For instance, if PVDF/CI-10% film gen-
erates 468 pC magneto-electric charges, it can be calculated that the
applied magnetic field is approximately 350mT. This result suggests a
promising application of PVDF/CI film in the magnetic field sensor.
Besides, it can be observed a sudden change in the behavior after initial
low slope (Fig. 7f). According to the magnetic hysteresis loop of PVDF/
CI composite (Fig. 5b), when the magnetic field is low, the magnetic
susceptibility of the material is higher, the magnetostrictive effect is
more obvious. With the increase of the magnetic field, the magnetic
susceptibility becomes smaller, the magnetic property of composite is
weakened, and the magnetostrictive effect is reduced. This may cause
initial high slope. For another hand, the magnetic field force is small in
the low magnetic field, thus the deformation of PVDF/CI film is small,
and its sensitivity to magnetic field is low. When the magnetic field
increases, the magnetic field force increases, which forces the PVDF/CI
film to deform more obviously, thus the composite is more sensitive to
magnetic field. Therefore, the initial slope is low. Based on the above
analysis, it can be concluded that the sudden change in the behavior
after initial low slope may be caused by small initial magnetic induced
force at low magnetic field.

To further investigate the practicability and stability of PVDF/CI
films, recycling experiments of PVDF/CI-10% film under 350mT
magnetic field loading are conducted. As shown in Fig. 7d, the piezo-
electric charges of 17 recycling experiments are almost keeping stable,
demonstrating the good stability and cyclicity of PVDF/CI films as a
magnetic field sensor. Therefore, PVDF/CI magnetic films possess ideal
magnetic-mechanic-electric coupling properties under the loading of
magnetic field and exhibit broad potential in sensing the magnetic field.

3.6. The mechanism of magnetic-mechanic-electric coupling properties

In this work, the combination of CI particles and PVDF matrix to-
gether is important for the generation of magneto-electric effect
(Fig. 8). PVDF is a typical piezoelectric material, which responds to the
external deformation or force by generating piezoelectric signals. This
positive piezoelectric effect enables PVDF matrix to be widely applied
in sensor area [30–33]. For PVDF/CI composites, the electrical signals
will be generated under the action of magnetic force due to the mag-
netic-mechanic-electric coupling effect in piezoelectric film. Here, the

mechanism of magnetoelectric behavior can be explained from two
aspects.

Firstly, under applying an external magnetic field, the magnetic CI
particle is magnetized. The induced magnetic dipole forced the CI
particles to move together. The CI particles are located within the PVDF
matrix, thus they will squeez the PVDF matrix, resulting a magnetos-
trictive effect. To this end, the PVDF/CI composite is strengthened
under the magnetic field. The magnetic dipole-dipole forces act on the
PVDF/CI composite and thus leads to the generation of piezoelectric
charges. Without the magnetic field, no magnetostrictive effect is found
in the composite. Then, the PVDF/CI composite is magnetic, which is
originated from the CI particles, thus it is active to the external mag-
netic field. Under applying the magnetic field, the induced magnetic-
dipole in CI particles forces the film toward the magnetic field. This
magnetic force leads to the bending of PVDF/CI film along the magnetic
field, which further induces the formation of piezoelectric charges.
Finally, the upper and lower surfaces of the piezoelectric film will
produce equal amounts of induced-charges with opposite polarity along
the PVDF molecular chain [26]. As a result, PVDF/CI composite is
sensitive to the magnetic field and the piezoelectric charges increase
with the magnetic field strength, thus PVDF/CI composite can be ap-
plied in both of the magnetic field and deformation sensor.

4. Conclusion

In this work, a multi-functional magneto-electric PVDF/CI compo-
site film with distinct piezoelectric effect and magneto-electric effect is
reported by doping magnetic CI particles into piezoelectric PVDF ma-
trix. The unilateral bending experiments show that PVDF/CI film is
sensitive to the deformation, thus the piezoelectric charge signals are
dependent on the bending displacement. The large deformation leads to
more piezoelectric charges, exhibiting the positive piezoelectric effect.
Interestingly, the piezoelectric effect of PVDF/CI films is controlled by
the external magnetic field. With increasing of the magnetic field
loading, the amount of piezoelectric charges also simultaneously in-
creases, indicating obvious magneto-electric properties. The quantita-
tive relationship between magnetic field and magneto-electric charges
was eventually obtained. Because PVDF/CI film is sensitive to both the
magnetic field and deformation, it is expected to be an ideal candidate
for smart sensors. The further work on developing its application in
sensor area is advancing.
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